
Release the Stress
Wellness Cards to help you to...

The Exhale is the focus on this Stress Releasing Breath

Difficulty

Easy - mod
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Begin by sitting comfortably in a chair or on a cushion on the floor.  
Good alignment of the body allows for optimum breath with less effort.  
Practice each breath IN & OUT through the NOSE if possible.  If mouth 
breathing is necessary then purse the lips slightly to regulate and slow 

the airflow in & out.
  

If possible sit away from the back of the chair, feet flat on the floor, 
spine tall, shoulder blades draw together, chest open, shoulders 

relaxed, and the chin parallel to the ground.  At first this posture may 
feel uncomfortable, but over time it will become more natural.
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Step 1:
Belly Breath

Inhale & imagine the Belly  
inflating like a balloon.  

Exhale, draw the navel in 
towards the spine making 

the belly “hollow”
Repeat 3-5x

Step 2:
Notice the Space

Step 3:
Double Length Exhale

c 2012 deva yoga

Continue a gentle belly 
breath and begin to 

notice the space 
between the breaths.  

Notice the slight pause 
at the top of the IN 

breath and the empty 
space at the Bottom of 
the OUT breath.  It is 
important to not strain 

at any part of the 
breath.  Be a passive 

observer of the 
experiences that exist 

at each part of the 
breath and release 

yourself into its natural 
rhythm & flow.
Repeat 3-5x

5 - 5 - 10 
Inhale 

for an easy count of 5.
Hold

for 2-5 counts 
 Exhale* 

for a slow count of 10
Repeat 5-12x

*OPTION: after the EXHALE notice the stillness without breath.  
Allow the INHALE to come in on its own (donʼt try to breathe or 

hold out the breath) and then begin the counting once again.  This 
can help take you deeper into a relaxed peaceful state.




